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COLORADO SUPREME COURT
Nieto v Clark’s Market – Supreme Court finds statute negates forfeiture clauses in
employment contracts - 2021CO48 (6/14/21). The supreme court considered whether,
under the Colorado Wage Claim Act, an employer must pay an employee’s earned but
unused vacation pay upon separation from employment despite an agreement purporting
to forfeit the employee’s right to such payment. Interpreting section 8-4-101(14)(a)
(III), and other provisions of the Act, the court concludes that, although the Act does
not create an automatic right to vacation pay, where an employer chooses to provide
such pay, it cannot be forfeited once earned. Accordingly, the court holds that all earned
and determinable vacation pay must be paid upon separation and that any agreement
purporting to forfeit earned vacation pay is void. Significant ruling, as the logic applies
to virtually any forfeiture clause in an employment contract.
COLORADO COURT OF APPEALS
Briargate at Seventeenth Avenue Owners Ass’n v. Nelson – Court finds adding
endorsement on check in bad faith defeats claim of accord and satisfaction - 2021 COA 78
(6/3/21). Briargate at Seventeenth Avenue Owners Association is the HOA for certain
condominiums. Nelson has owned a condominium with a Briargate HOA since 2002.
The parties previously engaged in litigation, resulting in money judgments in favor of
Nelson. Briargate brought the present action to recover from Nelson alleged unpaid
assessments, interest, collection costs, and attorney fees. After determining that Nelson
had unjustifiably breached his contractual obligations, the district court entered
judgment for Briargate. It also ordered Nelson to pay Briargate attorney fees and costs.
On appeal, Nelson contended that the trial court erred by rejecting his defense of accord
and satisfaction. However, the Court found that Nelson failed to act in good faith by
writing “HOA Account, Payment in Full” on every check, regardless of the existence of a
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dispute over the outstanding balance of
his HOA account, and despite accruing
late charges, interest, and fees on an
unpaid special assessment. Therefore, the
trial court did not abuse its discretion in
concluding that Nelson had not carried
his burden of establishing a proper
accord and satisfaction. Nelson further
contended that the trial court erred by
not offsetting what he owed Briargate
against what it owed him from prior
judgments. Any common law right in
the homeowner to offset damages is
barred by the public policy of Colorado’s
Common Interest Ownership Act.
Therefore, the trial court did not err by
denying Nelson’s setoff defense.
Browne v. ICAO — Worker’s Comp
decision I do not understand - 2021COA83
(6/17/21). A division of the court of
appeals considers the relationship
between section 8-42-107.5, C.R.S.
2020 (capping disability benefits based
on an injured worker’s “impairment
rating”), and section 8-42-104(5)(a),
C.R.S. 2020 (apportioning benefits for
successive injuries to the same body
part), of the Workers’ Compensation
Act. The division concludes that the
applicable statutory disability cap is
determined not by combining, but by
separately calculating, the “impairment
ratings” for each injury.
Delta County Memorial Hospital v.
ICAO — Another worker’s comp decision
- 2021COA84 (6/17/21). In a matter
of first impression, a division of the
court of appeals considers whether
medical billing sent to an injured worker
in violation of section 8-42-101(4)
(prohibiting medical providers from
billing injured workers for medical care
arising out of admitted or determined
compensable claims), can constitute
a “continuing violation” within the
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meaning of section 8-43-305, C.R.S.
The division concludes that penalties
under section 8- 43-304(1), can only be
imposed for the discrete days on which
bills were sent in violation of section
8-42-101(4). In addition, the division
concludes that where, as here, a nonparty entered a general appearance to
contest a penalty claim, the nonparty
consented to the personal jurisdiction of
the Office of Administrative Courts.
TENTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS
Ohlsen v. United States - Court
affirms decision that Forest Service was
not responsible for damages from forestthinning fire - Docket: 19-2124 (10th
Cir. 6/3/21). In the summer of 2016,
a large fire, later known as the Dog
Head Fire, engulfed Isleta Pueblo
and United States Forest Service land
in the Manzano Mountains of New
Mexico. The fire resulted from forestthinning work performed by Pueblo
crewmembers under an agreement with
the Forest Service. Insurance companies
and several owners of destroyed property
sued the government, alleging negligence
under the Federal Tort Claims Act. The
government moved to dismiss, arguing

that the court lacked jurisdiction and,
alternatively, for summary judgment
on that same basis. The district court
granted the government summary
judgment, concluding: (1) the Pueblo
crewmembers had acted as independent
contractors of the government, and
thus, the government was not subject
to FTCA liability based on the
Pueblo
crewmembers’ negligence;
and (2) Appellants’ claims premised
on the Forest Service employees’
own negligence, under the FTCA’s
discretionary-function exception, were
barred. The Tenth Circuit affirmed.
Ramos v. Banner Health – Court finds
no abuse of discretion with trial court
fashioning own method of calculating
damages - Docket: 20-1231 (10th Cir.
6/11/21) - A class of employees who
participated in Banner Health, Inc.’s
401(k) defined contribution savings
plan accused Banner and other plan
fiduciaries of breaching duties owed
under ERISA. During the bench trial,
the employees’ expert witness testified
the plan participants had incurred
over $19 million in losses stemming
from the breach. Having determined
the expert evidence on losses was not
reliable, the court fashioned its own
measure of damages for the breach.
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The class appealed, arguing the district
court adopted an improper method for
calculating damages and prejudgment
interest, abused its discretion by denying
injunctive relief, and erred in entering
judgment for Banner on the prohibited
transaction claim. Finding no abuse of
discretion or other reversible error, the
Tenth Circuit affirmed the district court
in each instance.
Doe v. University of Denver – Court
finds sufficient evidence of anti-male
bias to reverse summary judgement Docket: 19-1359 (10th Cir. 6/15/21).
This case arose from a sexualmisconduct investigation conducted
by the University of Denver and the
subsequent expulsion of John Doe after a
classmate accused him of sexual assault.
Doe sued the University and various
school administrators (collectively,
the University) alleging, among other
things, that the University violated the
sex discrimination prohibition of Title
IX, because anti-male bias pervaded
the sexual-misconduct investigation,
resulting in a disciplinary decision
against the weight of the evidence. The
district court concluded Doe failed
to present sufficient evidence that the
University’s actions were motivated by
bias against him because of his sex, and
it therefore granted summary judgment
to the University on Doe’s Title IX
claim. Doe challenged that conclusion,
alleging the district court applied
the wrong legal standard in resolving
his motion for summary judgment.
Applying the “McDonnell Douglas”
evidentiary standard to Doe’s claim, the
Tenth Circuit concluded he provided
sufficient evidence for a jury to decide
whether the investigation into the
allegations and subsequent disciplinary
action discriminated against him
because of his sex.
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OTHER JURISDICTIONS
Sapienza v. Liberty Mutual Insurance
– South Dakota court holds costs of
complying with injunction are ‘damages’
under an insurance policy - 2021 S.D. 35
(S.D. 6/2/21). South Dakota Supreme
Court answered a certified question
in the positive and held that the costs
incurred by Plaintiffs complying with an
injunction in the underlying case were
“damages” within the meaning of the
policies with Liberty Mutual Insurance
Company. In the underlying action,
Plaintiffs were sued for negligence and
nuisance. Liberty Mutual agreed to
defend against the suit under Plaintiffs’
homeowner’s policy and a personal
liability policy. A permanent injunction
was entered against Plaintiffs. Liberty
Mutual, however, stated that it would
not indemnify Plaintiffs for the costs
they incurred in complying with the
injunction on the grounds that the costs
did not constitute covered damages
under Plaintiffs’ policies. Plaintiffs
then filed suit against Liberty Mutual,
alleging breach of the duty to indemnify.
The federal district court certified the
question. The Supreme Court answered
the question of whether Liberty Mutual
must indemnify Plaintiffs for the cost
of complying with the injunction in
the positive, holding that the costs
incurred by Plaintiffs to comply with
the injunction constituted covered
“damages” under the Liberty Mutual
policies.

SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

Vocational Diagnostics, Inc. is the
authority in vocational damages
assessment and life care planning.
Specializing in catastrophic injury cases,
we are the experts in the assessment
of children and adults in a wide range
of cases, including personal injury,
divorce, medical malpractice and labor/
employment. For more than 28 years,
VDI has developed a well-deserved
reputation for its unbiased expertise.
The fact that both plaintiff and defense
counsel routinely retain our services
indicates the high level of respect VDI has
on both sides of the aisle for the quality
of our work. We are proud to provide
unparalleled professional consulting and
expert witness services to the legal and
insurance communities throughout the
U.S. and Canada.
vocationaldiagnostics.com

Ponderosa Associates is a technical
consulting company offering the services
of licensed engineers, scientists and
other technical experts. Since 1974 we
have provided prompt, highly qualified
assistance to the legal, industrial and
insurance communities worldwide.
ponderosa-assoc.com
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